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Equity
Creating, supporting, and scaffolding
opportunities for collaboration that:
• amplifies academic language
• encourages all voices to be heard.
• fosters academic English while also making
the classroom a safe space for students to
use variants of English and languages other
than English.
• views all student knowledge and language
as assets
Understanding Language

How can
interactions &
conversations
between
students
foster equity?
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Development of Mathematical Reasoning
SMPs
• Reason abstractly and quantitatively
• Construct viable arguments and
critique the reasoning of others
• Model with mathematics
• Look for and make use of structure
• Look for and express regularity in
repeated reasoning
• Make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them
• Use appropriate tools strategically
• Attend to precision
Understanding Language
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Reasoning that is
based on logical
justification of
procedures,
claims,
conjectures, &
generalizations
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Levels of Reasoning (What is Used for Logical Justification)
External
Authority

•
•
•
•

Pre-formal
Reasoning

Teacher
Peer
Text
Rote
procedure

•

Non-strategic
examples (e.g., says
that 1 or 5 or 10
examples is “enough”)

•

Symbols, objects,
movements, and
visual examples
(tables, graphs,
diagrams, drawings)
without formal
explanation

Formal
Reasoning
•

•
•
•
•
•

Principles, properties, definitions,
axioms, theorems,
Counter-examples
Strategic examples
Constraints
Verification of results
Structure, regularity, patterns
Symbols, objects, movements,
and visuals (tables, graphs,
diagrams, drawings) with clear
explanation

2015 Zwiers, Moschkovich, Dieckmann

Using words and other
meaning-carriers to share
information and do things
for reasons other than
using the information in
meaningful ways
(e.g., for getting points &
praise, showing learning,
winning, etc.)
Understanding Language
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Using words and other
meaning-carriers to
share information for
doing meaningful things
(building, creating,
changing, deciding,
clarifying, negotiating,
arguing, etc.) that just
one person can’t do.
(R-W-L-S-C)
Jeff Zwiers
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Authentic Communication Features
For developing content, thinking, language, and social skills

Ifmathematical
you knowI have
themodel
radius
ofthe
a shows
circle,
AWhenever
two ofthat
three
youvariables
canhow
figure
out
itsworks
diameter
division
of
distance,
time, &and
its Iarea,
and vice
speed,
can figure
outversa.
the third.

q Purposeful
building of
idea(s) (△)

Support Clarify
Clarify Support Clarify
Support Clarify
Clarify
Clarify Clarify
Clarify
Clarify Support Clarify Support
Clarify
Clarify Support Support Clarify
IDEA
Support Clarify Clarify Support Clarify

Problem 3

Problem 1

Problem 4

Problem 2

q Information
gap(s)

If needed, there is attention to
language in service of communication
q

(Language modeling & scaffolding, sentence frames, practice, feedback, etc.)
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What are Mathematical Ideas
that students would-could-should build?

Claim
Conclusion
Conjecture
Argument
Solution
Generalization
Plan
Procedure
Understanding Language
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Interpretation
Concept
Theory
Hypothesis
Approach
Explanation
Relationship
Reasoning

To solve for a variable, and I do
the same thing to both sides of an
Pi nevertochanges
and I can use it
equation
isolate it.
to findout
thethe
area
of aofcircle.
To figure
area
crazy
looking shapes, we can break
If you
need
more
oneswe
to know.
subtract,
them
down
into
shapes
youx can
10 from the
10s spot
If the
has take
an exponent,
its graph

is not a straight line.
I think we come up with two
with theofsame two
To equations
figure out volume
variables.
something, you need to multiply
When
you
to add
up height.
groups of
the
area
of need
the base
times
the
same
number,
you
can
multiply.
By looking at the quadratic,
I can

decide whether to factor, complete
the square,fractions
or use the
formula.
Multiplying
makes
them
even smaller.
Jeff Zwiers
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Explaining Ideas Should be a Major Focus

The focus should not be just to solve
problems and “show your work.” It
should also be to explain the
mathematics (i.e., reasoning) that
the problems are meant to teach.
And a key aspect of the explanation
is using problems as examples and
evidence of the mathematical ideas
that students are explaining.
Language, Literacy, & Learning in the
Jeff Zwiers
Understanding Language
Content Areas
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What to Look For (& Improve) in Activities (e.g., MLRs)
q Purposeful building of an idea (with agency)
q Information gaps
q Fostering of reasoning
q Amplify, not simplify.
q Attention to language, if needed
q Equity
Understanding Language
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Info-Gap Cards
I need to know the area to be
Can you
tell me
the size of
What
specific
information
painted. To figure out the area,
the
room
and
the
height of
need the length and height of eachdo you need?
the walls?
wall. Then I will multiply them and
add each area for the total area.

Understanding Language

Why do you need to know
those measurements?

Jeff Zwiers
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Info Gap Activities
Info Gap Cards Sample Conversation

ACTIVITY FOR SUPPORTING IDEAS:
ARGUMENT SCALE

A: Do you know how fast the shuttle is orbiting?
B: Yes, but why do you want to know that?
A: Cuz I need to know it to figure out how long it
takes to catch the satellite.
B: How will knowing the speed help you do that?
A: I’ll use it and the satellite speed and the distance.
B: OK, it’s going 16,800 miles per hour
A: Thanks. And how fast is the satellite going?
B: Why do you need to know that?
A: To know how long it’ll take. If it’s just a little slower, it’ll take longer. I’ll make an
equation and put them equal to each other cuz that’s where they meet.
B: That makes sense. The satellite is
going 16,000 mph
A: Thanks. And how far are they apart
when the shuttle starts its orbit?
B: Why?
Understanding Language
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Info Gap Cards: Your Turn

ACTIVITY FOR SUPPORTING IDEAS:
ARGUMENT SCALE

1. READ: A (Situation card) and B (Data card) read their cards.
A summarizes situation to B. B paraphrases back to A, for
agreement.
2. QUESTION: A asks B for specific information.
3. PROMPT: Before answering, B must prompt A for
justification: “Why do you need that information?” (even if
B knows why, already)
A:
4. JUSTIFICATIONS: A explains how he or she will
Brenda and David were going home on
use the information. B decides if the justification their bikesB:when the tire falls off
Brendan's bike, which they leave
is “solid” enough to give the data to A.
locked up around a tree. They decide
• Brenda walks at veinte kµ froµ
5. SOLVE: A solves problem aloud, explaining
that Brendan will walk for a while
hoµe
while B asks ‘Why?’ and helps, if needed.
and Shawn will ride his bike,
• further
David walks
at walks
at cinque
leaving
it
up the
road and
6. BUILD: Both students decide how this problem
kµ/h
and
rides
at
dodichi
walking the rest of the way. When kµ/h.
and its solution methods are examples of one or Brendan • Shawn walks at cetiri kµ/h
and rides at dieci kµ/h.
mathematical concepts or principles.

How did this activity do on these?
q Purposeful building of an idea (with agency)
q Information gaps
q Fostering of reasoning
q Amplify, not simplify.
q Attention to language, if needed
q Equity
Understanding Language
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Stronger-Clearer
Each Time Activities

“Stronger & Clearer Each Time” Activities

1. Prompt for an original response that can build
2. Successive partners borrow and use the language, ideas,
and justifications from previous partners. Turns get:
• Stronger (often longer) with better support and
examples, and
• Clearer with more precise terms and linked, organized,
complete sentences.
3. Listeners push for clarification & support, and offer ideas
Understanding Language
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‘Stronger & Clearer Each Time’ Grid
Take one or twoword notes switch
partners!
Remember, stronger
& clearer!

I think to draw it. Then cut
up into ounces of each thing.

I think we gotta find like how
much ounces for a dollar it is.
Like one dollar you get, I don’t
know.

Pre-write:
Cut into ounces each
bottle. Then add or
times.
____________
Post-write:
1st
Partner

David

Darla decides to buy a sports drink. Her choices are a 20-ounce bottle
for $1.49 or a 32-ounce bottle for $2.49. Which is the better value?
Explain what you did to get your answer and why.

‘Stronger & Clearer Each Time’ Grid
I think to draw it. Then cut
up into ounces of each thing.
I wanna find how much a dollar
can get, like a ounce. So 1 dollar
is like 1 over 1.50, two thirds. So
I take 2/3 of it?

Take notes &
switch partners!
Remember to say
“because” to
justify your steps

I think we gotta find like how
much ounces for a dollar it is.
Like one dollar you get, I don’t
know.
I kinda did that, but I did for
one ounce, its cost. I did 1.49
over 20. I think it’s like 70
cents. And 32 over, no, 2.49
over 32. I didn’t finish it.

2nd
Partner
Darla decides to buy a sports drink. Her choices are a 20-ounce
bottle for $1.49 or a 32-ounce bottle for $2.49. Which is the
better value? Explain what you did to get your answer and why.
David
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‘Stronger & Clearer Each Time’ Grid
Pre-write:

I think to draw it. Then cut
Cut into ounces each bottle.
up into ounces of each thing.
Then add or times it.
______________
Post-write:

I wanna find how much a dollar
For this typecan
of problem,
get, like a ounce. So 1 dollar
you need to find
out
how 1.50, two thirds. So
is like
1 over
much each ounce is. So I
I take 2/3 of it?

OK, now write
down what you
learned. Start with
“For this type of
problem, you…”

I think we gotta find like how
much ounces for a dollar it is.
Like one dollar you get, I don’t
know.
I kinda did that, but I did for

one ounce, its cost. I did 1.49
over 20. I think it’s like 70
cents. And 32 over, no, 2.49
over 32. I didn’t finish it.

did cost over number of
ounces. I got 7 for the 20
bottle.

First I think how much ounces for a
dollar. But Alan said to find out how
much costs each ounce. I agree. So I
3rd
David
just divided it. So 1.49, divide 20 in it;
Partner
Darla decides to buy a sports drink. Her choices are a 20-ounce
Alan said 70, but I think it’s 7.

bottle for $1.49 or a 32-ounce bottle for $2.49. Which is the
better value? Explain what you did to get your answer and why.

Interaction Mini-Lines

Understanding Language

Language, Literacy, & Learning in the
Content Areas
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“Stronger & Clearer Each Time” Grid
It takes Lisa, by herself, 12 hours to plant trees on an This
and
Youtree
ownfell
the
land

Name

You want to make
You
lightening
strike
a8700-meter
tall tower.
Describe
how It
you
can
estimate,
as accurately
as
acresee
of land.
takes
Ana
hours,
by herself.
How they said
want
to
youyou
arecould
far
Two
a half
seconds
later,
you
hearmake
theFind two sureand
possible,
how
2x4’s
you
can
long and
would
it many
take
if8-ft
they
work
together?
use
it
to
build
estimate
enough
awayhow
ifait
thunder.
How
isand
the
tower
(its base.
from
a 60-ft
tallfar
tree,
& be
diameter
2you?
ft at them
solution
methods
able from
toof
explain
both
to others to help them solve any problem like this.

Me

garage
much
to payyou.
them.
falls
toward

(just two or three key words, if any)

1.
2.
3.

Listeners can & should:

Me
I first thought I needed to figure out…because...
I know that in 4 hours, Ana has finished planting....
I wonder ....

- Prompt for
clarification
- Prompt for
support
- Help with “What
about…?”

How did this activity do on these?
q Purposeful building of an idea (with agency)
q Information gaps
q Fostering of reasoning
q Rigor (“Amplify, not simplify.”)
q Attention to language, if needed
q Equity
Understanding Language
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NEXT STEPS
Authentic
Communication

Developing &
Leveraging Oral
Language

Equity

INSTRUCTION
- Information Gap Cards
- Stronger & Clearer Each Time
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Mathematical
Reasoning
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